Major hospital transformations: An integrative review and implications for nursing
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ABSTRACT

Major hospital transformations, hospital projects that combine construction and quality improvement dimensions, are booming around the globe. These costly endeavours have the potential to revolutionize healthcare, yet no known review explores this phenomenon, undermining accessibility of knowledge for healthcare leaders. In order to provide guidance on healthcare project management and on future research avenues, this article aims to synthesize empirical knowledge concerning major hospital transformations and their implications for nursing. An integrative review of the literature using the systematic approach described by Whittemore and Knafl was selected. As major hospital transformations represent a new area of research, the review includes 13 articles out of 116 retrieved for screening. The search strategy included the following electronic databases: CINAHL, MEDLINE, and Business Source Complete. Three main themes emerged from the data: the challenging context of major hospital transformations, the project management office as a key to successful healthcare change, and the absence of certain stakeholders’ voices. Major hospital transformations are important to study holistically as multi-change initiatives cannot be understood through investigating individual changes alone. Healthcare leaders are called to reflect on their governance structures during organisational transformations, as well as on the inclusion and exclusion of certain stakeholders who are essential to making sustainable change.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A construction boom in healthcare is currently felt around the world, with massive public and private financial investment in infrastructure renewal.[1–3] The major hospital transformations that result from these investments extend “well beyond the dimensions of a typical brick-and-mortar project...[as their] main concern is harmonization and optimization of clinical and administrative practices”.[4] A major hospital transformation project is defined as the construction of new physical environments in a hospital setting, combined with multiple improvement projects.[1,5] Although the most visible changes in these transformations are the new buildings or units, multiple projects are occurring simultaneously in different spheres of hospital functioning, including and not limited to technology, clinical practice, administrative processes, team dynamics, organisational culture, etc.[4] Tucker, Hendy, et al.[6] highlight the importance of research into the interconnectedness between healthcare infrastructure and work redesign, as the junction between these different projects creates unique challenges. The changes that result from these major transformation projects are complex and multidisciplinary.[3,7]
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Moreover, the complexity inherent to these projects is amplified by the complexity of the healthcare system itself. Indeed, healthcare is marked by a variety of stakeholders (administrators, nurses, patients, etc.) in relationships characterized by power differentials and pluralistic perspectives and values (patient care, cost containment, etc.).

Tensions are inherent in a system like this, or a professional bureaucracy as coined by Mintzberg since administrators’ need for control will inevitably clash with clinicians’ need for autonomy. Rouse and Serban suggest that the healthcare system is a complex adaptive system, meaning that the intricate webs of intelligent actors within this system have a high capacity to change and self-organize. The healthcare system makes for a very rich setting to study project management in all its complexity, especially in the context of major hospital transformations. To date, no known review has explored the phenomenon of major hospital transformations. In order to provide guidance for healthcare leaders on project management and future research avenues, this integrative review aims to synthesize empirical knowledge concerning major hospital transformations and the role occupied by nurses in these complex changes.

2. METHODS

An integrative review of major hospital transformations was conducted using the method described by Whittemore and Knaf and further explicated by Carvalho, Silva, et al. This type of knowledge synthesis is composed of five steps: problem identification, literature search, data evaluation, data analysis and presentation. An integrative review is ideal to “capture the depth and breadth of the topic” and in this way, identify gaps in knowledge that require further research.

2.1 Problem identification

The topic of a major hospital transformation is defined as a project with both construction and quality improvement dimensions in a hospital setting. Therefore, the inclusion criteria are as follow: 1) Empirical studies using quantitative, qualitative or mixed methods designs, as all these types of studies can enrich understanding of the topic. 2) Hospital setting including hospital, acute, secondary and tertiary care facilities, 3) Change at the organisational level that includes both construction and other projects, and 4) English and French.

2.2 Literature search

Since major hospital transformations constitute an emerging area of research, the works of two experts in healthcare project management, Dr. Lavoie-Tremblay and Dr. Aubry, were first consulted to identify relevant medical subject headings (MeSH) terms and keywords. The search strategy included Hospital Design and Construction, Facility Design and Construction, and Interior Design and Furnishings as main headings, as well as the following keywords: evidence-based design, transformation, hospital and construction. A healthcare librarian validated the search strategy and the following types of information sources:

- Electronic Databases. CINAHL Plus with Full Text, Ovid MEDLINE® and In-Proces Other Non-Indexed Citations 1996-, and Business Source Complete (1886-present).
- Citation Tracking. Forward reference searching and backward reference searching were conducted through ISI Web of Science (when the article was indexed) or manual backward reference searching for other articles.

The initial search yielded 116 articles (see Figure 1); these were retrieved into EndNote and the duplicates removed using the method described by Bramer, Giustini, et al.

2.3 Data evaluation, analysis and presentation

Data were extracted concerning the methodology, the participants, the setting, and the main results in relation to major hospital transformations (see Table 1). The quality of the selected studies was evaluated using the Mixed Methods Appraisal Tool (MMAT). The MMAT was selected because it is a reliable tool which allows the evaluation of the methodological quality of qualitative, quantitative and mixed methods studies. Quality scores are presented through four descriptors (low quality-high quality; * * * * * * * *).

Thematic analysis, according to the method proposed by Miles and Huberman and further described by Langley, was chosen to synthesize common and divergent themes. The key findings from the included studies were synthesized (data reduction step) and presented in a tabular form (See Table 1; data display step). Themes were generated inductively through a back-and-forth movement from the synthesized data to emerging themes, until the themes did not significantly change (conclusion drawing and verification step).

3. RESULTS

Research about major hospital transformations is emergent (less than ten years) and conducted mostly in North America (Canada & USA = 12/13 and UK = 1/13). Case study methodology (n = 11/13) is predominant. Three main themes emerged from the data: the context of major hospital transformations, the project management office (PMO), and the stakeholders.
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3.1 The challenging context of major hospital transformations

The construction of new infrastructure presents, on the one hand, great opportunities to enhance patient care, and on the other hand, numerous challenges for the changing organisation.[1, 6] Difficulties related to lack of communication, resistance to change and limited resources are reported,[1] as well as challenges in enabling change within a complex organisation, where multiple hierarchies and care cultures coexist.[4] Richer, Dawes, et al.[23] report that information needs are great and diversified during this transformation period while Tucker, Hendy, et al.[6] highlight the cognitive overload linked with redesigning work practices. Healthcare leaders and teams must surmount these challenges in order to successfully transform their organisation, yet besides the project management office, little is known concerning facilitating factors.

3.2 The project management office as a key to successful change

A considerable portion of the scarce literature on hospital transformation projects (n = 8/13) relates to PMOs, also referred to as Transition Support Offices (TSOs). PMOs are defined as “an organizational structure that standardizes the project-related governance processes and facilitates the sharing of resources, methodologies, tools, and techniques”.[24] More concretely, a healthcare PMO is a parallel administrative structure, temporarily established during the transformation to provide project management expertise, support evidence-based practice, process review, and evaluation.[1, 25] Another common function associated with healthcare PMOs is prioritization of large volumes of projects.[25, 26] Through these roles, PMOs have been shown to be effective in supporting organisations undergoing major transformations.[1, 3, 25–27]

3.3 The absence of stakeholders’ voices

In major hospital transformations, a variety of stakeholders (PMO members, managers, clinicians, patients, etc.), with pluralistic viewpoints, are involved in and/or impacted by the organisational change.[4]

3.3.1 PMO teams

PMO team members facilitate major hospital transformations through providing project management support, energizing teams and giving them a sense of direction, facilitating discussions and providing information needed for decision-making.[1, 3] Recognized for their expertise, credibility and neutrality, PMO team members are pivotal to PMO performance.[1] In the case of one healthcare organisation in Quebec, Canada, nurses were integral to the PMO through their roles as director, knowledge brokers, evidence-based practice experts, quality and performance evaluation experts, and students.[1] More specifically, the role of knowledge broker was effective in supporting organisations through information overload.[28]

3.3.2 Point-of-care nurses

Whereas researchers in this field recognize point-of-care nurses as key players in healthcare change,[1, 26, 29] no known study has addressed their specific disciplinary perspective.
in hospital transformations. Current research has mostly solicited managers, PMO members and project team members as participants, and three research studies investigated employees in general. Bareil, Savoie, et al.\(^3\) showed that the discomfort felt by employees is actually more contingent on characteristics of the change itself than individual disposition. In addition, Tucker, Hendy, et al.\(^6\) report that employees need to understand the reasons for design decisions to enable work redesign to occur in practice. Similarly, Slosberg, Nejati et al.\(^{29}\) showed “a strong relationship between employee engagement and their level of preparedness to move, readiness to adapt, and satisfaction [with the new building]”.\(^{29}\) These results highlight the importance of healthcare leaders stimulating employee engagement, including that of nurses, in order to facilitate the transformation and staff adaptation to change. Unfortunately, these articles fall short in offering strategies to support employee engagement, which makes it less practicable in the hospital setting.

4. DISCUSSION

In summary, a small volume of research (\(n = 13\)) has explored the context of major hospital transformations, as well as the role and performance of PMOs in this context. Current research into major hospital transformations has mostly solicited managers, PMO members, and project team members as participants.

Research to date shows that PMOs are important organisational governance structures to consider for successful hospital transformation. Firstly, PMOs attenuate the impacts of challenges associated with the major hospital transformation context.\(^4,27\) This effect is particularly interesting since the transforming organisation faces numerous challenges (i.e., high information needs, competing priorities, etc.) and the PMO can potentially alleviate some of these burdens. Secondly, major hospital transformation studies report that PMOs support the integration of diverse projects.\(^7,26,27\) This function is crucial in a transformational context, as multiple interdisciplinary projects are competing in a complex web of power dynamics.\(^9-11\) As highlighted in the studies by Lavoie-Tremblay, et al.\(^1,3\) the non-partisan PMO team provides a neutral ground on which to prioritize projects with the big picture in mind versus the disciplinary/departmental tug of war. Research therefore suggests that healthcare administrators should consider a PMO when reflecting about what governance structure to implement during a major organisational transformation. More research concerning healthcare PMOs is needed to identify what PMO roles are essential in supporting organisational change, and to measure their impact on project management effectiveness.

In order to contextualize the research findings about major hospital transformations, it must be noted that much research, both in healthcare and management, have investigated circumscribed change initiatives or projects. For example, a considerable volume of literature, falling under the umbrella of 1) implementation science, focuses on the integration of healthcare evidence-based interventions,\(^31\) and 2) evidence-based design, targets infrastructure dimensions.\(^32\) What differentiates these from major hospital transformation research is that a transformation involves multiple layers of projects, intricately linked together in a complex web involving all organisational levels. Each project studied individually does not add up to the big picture, as it misses the junctions between these changes, and the complexity that makes major transformations unique.\(^6\) Despite this difference, the importance of people at the heart of change is a key lesson of implementation research in healthcare settings\(^33\) that also applies to organisational transformations and to the domain of change management.\(^33\)

4.1 The absence of nurses’ voice

Unfortunately, the voices of nurses and patients, who are at the heart of major hospital transformations, are mostly absent from the literature to date. A nursing perspective cannot be overlooked for two main reasons: nurses are key change agents in healthcare, and along with patients, are amongst those most impacted by change.\(^34-36\)

Firstly, by being recognized experts in leading change, and by having close ties with patients and families, nurses power a high number of projects. Nurses are essential to successful implementation of healthcare changes that lead to improved patient care.\(^34,35,37\) Point-of-care nurses essentially make or break quality improvement initiatives. Anecdotally, it is well recognized that nurses who resist change will find creative workarounds and that the anticipated benefits of the initial project will never materialize without nurses’ adherence. It is therefore recommended to include nurses as full partners in healthcare transformations, in order to lead change successfully.\(^34\) Point-of-care nurses’ perspective about major hospital transformations will provide insight into ways to engage nurses as full partners in projects, ultimately leading to lasting changes in everyday care.

Secondly, since nurses hold such a central role in care and represent the largest healthcare profession, they are often impacted by project work.\(^3\) Clinicians often engage in multiple projects concurrently\(^38\) and juggle their normal jobs with the added workload of projects, while facing unclear expectations as to how to manage their priorities.\(^39\) Exacerbating these pressures is the excessive number of changes experienced in the healthcare system.\(^40\) In addition, projects and organisational transformations can have a detrimental impact...
on nurses’ health. A recent study showed that hospital nurses “who experienced more frequent structural changes” had a higher probability of absence for long-term sickness.\(^{[41]}\) Nurses undergoing organisational change and restructuring experience greater stress,\(^{[42–44]}\) and higher psychological distress.\(^{[45, 46]}\) Statistically, organisational change stressors also decrease nurses’ job satisfaction.\(^{[44]}\) Leaders of major healthcare change must strike a delicate balance to keep nurses healthy. Research concerning point-of-care nurses’ perspective of major hospital transformations will provide clues to achieving that balance, while leveraging nurses’ insight to actualize project success.

4.2 Methodological inquiry

Case studies predominate in this integrative literature review, which is consistent with the embryonic state of research concerning major hospital transformations. This methodology offers a rich descriptive understanding of transformations and favors the identification of processes over time (i.e., the trajectory of PMO designs over time in Aubry and Lavoie-Tremblay\(^{[26]}\)). Since there is such a pressing need to explore point-of-care nurses’ perspectives, a case study methodology is not most suited to allow for in-depth exploration of the phenomenon’s meaning for those concerned. Interpretive phenomenological research provides a great opportunity to uncover not only the descriptive experiences of a phenomenon, but the meanings that these hold for individuals, their lived experiences of the phenomenon. Nurses’ experiences with projects shows how these can be transformational for them,\(^{[47]}\) and supports the need for more in-depth research into their lived experience of projects and environmental changes. Future research should focus on point-of-care nurses’ lived experience of major hospital transformations in order to enrich understanding of the meanings transformations hold for nurses; the results from this research avenue would support healthcare leaders in engaging point-of-care nurses in transformations, and mobilize nurses to contribute their expertise towards improved patient care.

4.3 Limitations

This integrative review offers a targeted perspective on the phenomenon of major hospital transformations. Studies that investigate healthcare construction projects (i.e., evidence-based design, architecture, etc.) and quality improvement projects (i.e., clinical interventions, implementation of information technology systems, etc.) separately were excluded, as the focus of interest was the complexity inherent to integrating these interdisciplinary projects together. The literature on the topic is still young (articles have been published for the past 10 years), with a large portion of the scholarly work using exploratory methodologies. This literature review is timely, as this emergent field of study needs a vision for future research. Despite the generally high quality of the articles retrieved, most studies took place in a North American context with a limited number of different cases investigated.

5. CONCLUSION

This integrative review contributes to the current state of knowledge in healthcare management by synthesizing the empirical knowledge concerning major hospital transformations and the role occupied by nurses in these complex changes. Little is known concerning point-of-care nurses’ and patients’ perspectives of major hospital transformations. This integrative review provides guidance for healthcare leaders, on healthcare project management and on future research avenues. More research, from diverse professions, traditions and methodologies, would be needed to further understand the perspectives of major hospital transformation users, especially point-of-care nurses and patients. Ultimately, more knowledge concerning nurses’ and patients’ perspectives would facilitate the creation of hospital environments more conducive to quality health care.
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